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Merger and Acquisition is one of the vital aspect in Corporate Restructing. M&A is defined as 

joining hands each other between firms.. Merger refers to combination of two or more 

companies to form one. With an objective of wealth maximization, companies keep evaluating 

different opportunities through the route of merger or acquisition because it is believed that 

two separate companies together create more value compared to being on an individualstand. 

From the past few years Banking Industry is being consolidated to reap the benefits of mergers 

and acquisitions. Bank in general terminology is referred to as a financial institute or a 

corporation which is authorized by the state or central government to deal with money by 

accepting deposits, giving out loan and investing in securities. The main role of Banks are 

economic growth, expansion of the economy and provide funds for investment. In the recent 

times, banking sector has been undergone  a lot of changes in terms of regulation and effects of 

globalization. These changes have affected this sector both structurally and strategically. With 

the changing environment many different strategies have been adopted by this sector to remain 

efficient and to surge ahead in the global arena. One such strategy is through the process of 

consolidation of banks which emerged as one of the most profitable strategy. There are several 

ways to consolidate the banking industry; the most commonly adopted by banks is merger. 

There have been several reforms in the Indian banking sector, as well as quite a few successful 

mergers and acquisitions, which have helped it, grow manifold. The first and the most successful 

example of merger is of New Bank of India merging with the Punjab National Bank (PNB). This 

was the first merger between nationalized banks. And then there were a lot of mergers in 

banking industry which exemplified that mergers are beneficial for anindustry. 

The most recent and largest merger in the history of banking industry was of State Bank of India 

with its 5 associate banks namely State Bank of Bikaner and Jaipur (SBBJ), State Bank of 

Hyderabad (SBH), State Bank of Mysore(SBM), State Bank of Patiala(SBP), State Bank of 

Travancore(SBT) and Bharatiya Mahila Bank. It was on 1st April 2017 that "the SBI opened as 

'one bank' and will continue to operate in the same manner as before, post-merger" - 

Bhattacharya told the media. 

Shares of State Bank of India(SBI) and its listed associate banks (State Bank of Bikaner, State 

Bank of Mysore and State Bank of Travancore) gained 3-13 percent on the back of approval 

from the cabinet for their merger. 

 

At 09:27 hrs, the next day after approval, State Bank of India was quoting at Rs 273.20, up Rs 

4.55, or 1.69 percent on the BSE. SBBJ was quoting at Rs 752.45, up 4.80 percent, SBM was 



 

tradingatRs589up4.87percentandStateBankofTravancorewasquotingatRs590.10,up 

5.38percent.Theresttwoassociatebanks—StateBankofPatialaandStateBankofHyderabad 

— are unlisted. The merger will bring nearly a quarter of all outstanding loans in India’s banking 

sector to SBI’sbooks. 

Founded in 1806, Bank of Calcutta was the first Bank established in India, and over a period of 

time, evolved into State Bank of India (SBI). SBI represents a sterling legacy of over 200 years.  It 

is the oldest commercial Bank in the Indian subcontinent, strengthening the nation’s trillion- 

dollar economy and serving the aspirations of its vastpopulation. 

The Bank is India’s largest commercial Bank in terms of assets, deposits, branches, number of 

customers and employees, enjoying the continuing faith of millions of customers across the 

social spectrum. SBI, headquartered at Mumbai, provides a wide range of products and services 

to individuals, commercial enterprises, large corporates, public bodies and institutional 

customers through its various branches and outlets, joint ventures, subsidiaries and associate 

companies. 

SBI merged with its associate banks in order to have increased balance sheet and economies of 

scale. With this merger: 

• SBI has entered into the league of top 50 globalbanks. 

• It has now 24,017 branches and 59,263 ATMs serving over 42 crorecustomers 

• SBI is now a banking behemoth with an asset book of Rs 37 lakhcrore. 

• The merged entity will have one-fourth of the deposit and loan market, as the SBI's 

market share will increase from 17% to22.5-23%. 

• SBI's asset base is now five times larger than the second largest Indian bank, ICICI Bank. 

Apart from these facts, there are many perceived gains as well: the government, as shareholder, 

feels that now it will have six less capital-hungry banks to worry about. It was expected that a 

larger institution will be better equipped to deal with sticky loans, thereby enabling fresh credit 

outflows to productive sectors. Thus Productivity and efficiency are also among the expected 

benefits. 

 

But these benefits were questionable due to SBI's legacy and ownership structure. A former SBI 

chairman had once remarked that reforming SBI was trying to make an elephant dance. Even 

discounting for exaggeration, according to the statement, a larger and unmanageable bank  is 

getting even larger. The merger seems to overlook a critical, post-crisis concern - the too-big- to-

fail (TBTF) question. The TBTF theory posits that some institution are so large and intricately 

interconnected with different parts of the economy that failure can create a systematic shock.  

This forced many government to bail out large financial institutions with taxpayer money. It 

might also be instructive to note that many countries have been formulating preventive TBTF 

regulations. Australia, for example, has prohibited any merger between the country's four 

largest banks. 

 

 

This whole merger process was something like a shortgun wedding, with not enough 

opportunity to pause and ponder. There were many imponderables involved in this big merger, 

for example, the overlap in the combined physical network, the people question, or integrating 

disparate back- end systems and processes. Most recently the issue of employees has also come 

up. State Bank of



 

India’s mega merger with its associate banks has been anything but smooth for some of the 

latter’s employees. Whereas Officers and clerks working for the erstwhile associate banks feel 

that they have been given a raw deal with several instances of arbitrary transfers and many 

officers losing out on their seniority post the transfer. A senior official of the association said the 

employees are facing increased working hours as the servers at SBI are unable to handle the 

traffic, and they (the staff) are still adjusting to the new working conditions. There have been 

several instances of arbitrary transfers with allegations that SBI has not been following the rules 

governing transfers. Aggrieved SBI had filed a counter petition arguing that it was strictly 

complying with all the stipulations and safeguarding the interests of the employees of the 

associate banks and denied all allegations. 

 

"The merger will affect the seniority of top officials of Associate Banks and will also result in 

redeployment or loss of jobs of some workmen and closure of branches and finally, the banks 

might lose some of their regular customers," said C.H. Venkatachalam, AIBEA general secretary 

 

The bigger question was the impact that the merger would have on the health of SBI. 

Cumulative bad loans of the five associate banks were as big as 35% of the bad loans of SBI. 

Their slippage ratio stands at 20% and credit costs have deteriorated to 5.56%. Also, their  Non 

Performing Asset (NPA) were around 4 times the NPAs of SBI alone. When these banks having 

deteriorating conditions join SBI, they will have adverse effect on SBI'shealth. 

 

No doubt, the revenue will increase, but at what cost? What we need is not big, but strong, 

efficient and vibrant banks. 

In order to understand the current scenario and throw light on the impact of merger on SBI, A 

comparison is drawn between pre merger entities ( before merger SBI and associate banks) and 



 

post merger entity (after merger - the consolidated bank).

 

Source : SBI Press Release (Q1 FY18 Results) 

 

 

Details of terms for better understanding: 

CASA Ratio : CASA ratio stands for currentand savings accountratio. CASA ratio of a bank is the ratio 

of deposits in current and saving accounts to total deposits 

 

Gross NPA :  A  nonperforming  asset  (NPA)  refers  to  a  classification  for  loans  on  the  books  of 

financial institutionsthat are in defaultor are in arrears on scheduled paymentsof principal or 

interest. In most cases, debt is classified as nonperforming when loanpayments have not been made 

for a period of 90 days. Provisions made for NPAs are not considered in case of GrossNPAs. 

 

Net NPA : Gross NPA - Provisions 

 

Slippage Ratio : (Fresh accretion of NPAs during the year/Total standard assets at the beginning of 

the year)*100 

 

Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) : The capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is a measure of a bank's capital. It is 

expressed as a percentage of a bank's risk weighted credit exposures.
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Source : SBI Press Release (Q1 FY18 Results) 

 

 

As SBI needed reconstruction, this step of merger seems to be a smart step. Long term benefits of 

the merger will significantly outweigh the near term challenges. The resulting cost advantage; 

enhanced reach; and economies of scale from this merger, will help SBI sustain its mission of being 

an enduring value creator. But at the same time the enthusiasm to create massive banks through 

mergers needs to be tempered withskepticism. 

 


